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When Big White the polar bear arrives at Heping Nature Park,  

he discovers that the environment is very different from his home  

in the Arctic. The dense jungle with leaves in all shades of green  

and brown, and the creatures in the water are all unfamiliar to him.  

Will the three friends, Red Hair the lion, Chip Ear the leopard and  

Four Tooth the hyena, be able to help Big White adapt to this new 

environment or find his way home? 

Inspired by a famous saying by Confucius,   

(you peng zi yuan fang lai, bu yi le hu), this delightful story about  

the joys of friendship will enthral readers of all ages.  

Other exciting titles in this series:
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About this Book

The Visitor from Far Far Away is inspired by a famous saying  
by Confucius, (you peng zi yuan fang lai, 
bu yi le hu), which describes the great pleasure of welcoming 
friends visiting from afar.

In The Visitor from Far Far Away, Big White the polar bear 
arrives at Heping Nature Park in the tropics from his home  
in the Arctic and struggles to adapt to his new environment.  
He soon meets the three friends, Red Hair the lion, Chip Ear  
the leopard and Four Tooth the hyena who welcome him and 
take him on an adventure around the nature park. 

Masterfully illustrated and filled with delightful surprises,  
The Visitor from Far Far Away teaches children about the  
joys of making new friends and helping friends in need.  
This enchanting story will delight readers of all ages.
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A visitor arrived at Heping Nature Park 

by sea one day.

He was Big White the polar bear.

He had come from the Arctic, far, far away.
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The tall trees and green bushes

were unfamiliar to Big White.

Where am
 I?It’s 

so ho
t here
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Big White’s stomach was growling. 

He was hungry after that long, long journey.

That su
re look

s good
!Mmm... 

growl!
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Ew! I can’t eat this!
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Can you 
show me  
the way 

to the Arctic?

About the Author and Illustrator

J.H. Low has always been a passionate artist, illustrator and  
creator of stories. He holds a BA (Honours) in Fine Arts from the 

University of Leeds, UK, and a MA in Children’s Books Illustration from  
the Anglia Ruskin University, UK. In 2009, he received the prestigious  

Macmillan Prize for Children’s Picture Book Illustration for  
There Is Nothing Buried Here, which was translated into  

Chinese and became his first published book.

J.H.’s illustrations are spontaneous and masterful, and often imbued with  
a light touch of humour. He is the illustrator of Dragon’s Egg (2012) by  

award-winning author, Carolyn Goodwin. He is also the author and illustrator 
of the much-loved children’s book, Lost in the Gardens (2015),  

the first in a series of books on Singapore’s attractions.
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